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ABSTRACT
The trouble with traditional banking system service resulted difficulties, latency and low
quality of service, not suitable for disable people and require extra manpower to perform
simple bank activities. The goal of this project is to build a voice recognition based system
which specifies on the banking activities element and specializes in using voice as a medium to
run bank activities via telephony network system. Three fundamental objectives were
addressed in the study. First, to develop two-way interactive program of banking system,
which use voice as importantmechanism to receive instruction and response to user. Second, it
support to first objective which to develop such a user friendly andhighsecurity voice banking
system which requires the user first logs on to the system by furnishing the assigned customer
identification number and personal identification number before user proceed for further
actions. And therefore, there must have a strong database structure development of the
application in the voice banking system that purposely to maintain the integrity of the data
stored and responds to authorized user only. For third objective, is to determine the best
programming in order to implement in telephony network system. There is a study and
architecture on how voice can be accepted, manipulated and generated by using combination
two types of programming which are Cold Fusion and VoiceXML, which is goes to the third
objective. The functions of this system is proved and demanded by user as it provides such
convenience and easy services with just use voice to transmit the instruction. Hence, this
strategy will grab large number of customers and simultaneously will generate huge profit too
to the bank institution that applies this system. It is hoping that, by developing this system it
will be a platform for next developer to host the system and can be use a large number of
customers simultaneously and efficiently.
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As widespread the e-business paradigm has become, it is limited to users of computers
equipped with a monitor, keyboard, and pointing device. Because of this limitation, a
huge potential customer base has been ignored - people who, due to time, location, and/or
cost constraints, do not have access to a computer. Many of these people do, however,
have access to a telephone. Therefore, providing conversational access (that is, voice
input and audio output) to services over the telephone permits companies to reach this as
yet untapped market.
Hence, the telephone is only one device through which businesses can provide service via
voice access. Customers will expect to use mobile and pervasive devices (such as smart
phones) to access and communicate as well. By providing access to information and
services through the telephone, businesses have taken customer service to new heights.
Since almost everyone has at least one telephone and people can use a phone from
virtually.
Apart from that, this research will also include theories, rules and boundaries employed
for the development of the application. Those who really interested to perform banks
activities have a slight advantage to explore and understand further content of the
dissertation.
1.1 Background of Study
This project research is about to develop a Voice-Based Banking System (VBBS), that
combining the technologies of VoiceXML and Cold Fusion. Well, this study will explore
whether the voice recognition product developed could be used to support the delivery of
telephony network system and enabled to create telephony application in "naturalness"
way. The system will enable consumer banks to deliver telephone banking services such
as Transfer Money and Check Balance Statement (both for saving and current
account). The system also will be managed to give command or list of option to user for
further actions of banking activity.
The objective of the VBBS is to be able to provide bank services to users at anywhere,
using a telephone to access the service, which is in natural language, as extension manner
to the e-business model. It seems that this project research have to take tough challenge
on what Chris Schmandt from Speech Research Group Media Laboratory with his point
of view as "Speech recognition and touch tones are the obvious feedback channels but
both are limited. Speech recognition does not work well over telephones because of
variable noise levels and line characteristics".:
Users are much more likely to interact with a system they feel comfortable with and that
responds in a human like way. With that, the basic plan general architecture of the voice
banking application that seeks to develop which contains two parts-the front end and the
back end. The front end takes input in the form of two choices whether using touch-tone
system or voice recognition system. Whereas the back end will response the input from
the user and all the necessary data input will be stored in the database.
Although there are many types of sound, which different people have different intonation
of speech, this project research will able to explore the methodology of voice detection.
For example word "start", some people will speak up as start in a high tone while some
people might have such low tone of voice speak. Therefore, the recognizer speech will
processes callers' spoken command and ascribe the meaning to the system database.
There will be a study exploration towards the speech production which, it guides and
explain on how the voices from user can response the system. In this VBBS, the user first
logs on to the system by furnishing the assigned customer identification number and
personal identification number. Based on the information provided, the system first
authenticates the user, and if the user's credentials are verified successfully, the
application starts by prompting the first four options to the user and waits for the user to
respond. The user may select any one of the options in order to proceed further, which are
contained; Inquiry section, which are: check account balance (for both saving and current
account) and Transfer money; and Exit function.
It is hypothesized that, at the end of the product research it will be able to response in
both two methods of communication which are by voice recognition and touch tone or
Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) system.
1.2. Problem Statement
Many businesses are betting that consumers will embrace any technology that provides
real-time access to information piped through their regular telephone, wireless phone or
voice-connected handheld device. VBBS is standalone testing configuration and it will
become as the platform to host it in the future. Thus, this project research can overcome
the weaknesses of having usual banking system and also with other conventional banking
techniques. Below are the problems statements that author have found from using those
conventional methods:
1.2.1 Lack of Mobility
One still has to be tied to the physical network to access information and perform
banking task. From using usual banking system, it is only applicable to be use to normal
people. Then, it is not consider to old folks and also handicapped people (e.g. blind and
paralyze) that they also need to perform banking transaction. They can't perform those
activities, as the system does not have special treatment such as telephony service in
order to fulfill their needs.
1.2.2. Require manpower to perform simple banking activities
It is not worth for bank institution needs manpower to perform simple banking system
despite use machine that have programmed and can give such efficiency task to perform.
Besides, it can't increased the speed of warehousing (database record) and receiving
operations as customer required to queue and waiting for their turn. In fact, speech
offloads routine calls from the agent's queue. Or, if the speech system can't completely
solve the caller's issue, it can classify the call or collect necessary information before
passing the call to the agent. That means agents focus on complex queries, increasing
their job satisfaction. That, in turn, reduces attrition levels and their associated hiring and
training costs. With fewer calls reaching agents, call centers can accommodate future
growth in call volumes with existing staff levels.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction of Voice
In general, voice and speech has different meaning of definition but it works together in
order to produce and can convey such useful message. System needs voice
transformation (voice quality and intonation), which it is the process of taking the speech
of a source speaker and transforming the characteristic of the signal, such that a human
listener would believe the speech was uttered by a target speaker.
Speech involves the intentional production of sound patterns, which are believed to carry
a certain meaning; when both speaker and listener attach the same meaning to an
utterance, speech is successfully recognized and communication occurs. Thus, speech
recognition requires not only the ability to determine that a sound pattern is actually
speech but also the ability to attach to that pattern the meaning intended by the speaker.
This complex task begins with the identification of acoustic signals, or sounds. Then,
some meaning is inferred from the sound pattern. Meaning is arbitrarily associated with
sounds in a language, and the physical properties of a signal corresponding to a particular
meaning vary about some ideal norm. Therefore, it is not surprising that we have always
wanted to communicate with and command various technical devices by voice (Nancy B.
Lerner, March 1989).
Every speech sound is produced by articulation or the movement of one or more vocal
organ along the vocal tract. When articulation comes into count, it is inevitably to discuss
on place of articulation and manner of articulation. Table1 3.0 and figure 3.1 illustrate the
place of articulation and manner of individual consonant and vowel, the vocal tract is
divided into different segments or regions. The locations of these organs and regions are
as shown in the following table:






Alveoli (or alveola ridge or gum ridge) Alveolar
(hard) Palate Palatal



















Figure 2.1 Diagram of Vocal Organs and Articulacy Regions
2.3 Mechanism of Voice
Current technology addresses the speech recognition task in two phases. First, analog
waveforms produced by a speaker are transformed into digital patterns, usually by a
common analog-to-digital converter. Then, the digitized speech is matched to the
vocabulary of the machine. The techniques currently used include simple pattern
matching and linguistic analysis involving the extraction of certain phonological features
(physical properties of the speech waveforms). These techniques will eventually be
supplemented by methods of analyzing syntax and prosody (the timing changes in pitch
and loudness). Significant advances in these areas will have to be made prior to the
development of a continuous natural speech recognizer that can accurately mimic the
humanrecognition process (Blackwell.G, 2003).
The important feature in developing voice based we need to improve the generation of
synthetic intonation for speech synthesis. However, we need to meet two goals: The first
of them is to understand howlinguistic theory can be appropriately exploited to improve
the generation of synthetic intonation. The second is to provide a flexible and robust
intonation model. This model must be able to generate different intonation patterns for
the same input text to match different intended meanings of the text. These goals will
become more special and aid towards development of speech synthesis (Robert A. J.
Clark, April 2003).
Intonation modeling for speech synthesis is now one of the big issues facing speech
synthesis systems. The quality of synthesized phonetic material has progressed
sufficiently that "what is being said" is sufficiently clear that "how is it being said" is a
question, which is raised in the mind of the listener. From the perspective of speech
synthesis we are addressing the question: "How do we best model intonation?" This leads
us to first ask: "What is intonation?" As we shall see definitions of intonation vary. Ladd
(1996, p. 6) say: "Intonation, as I will use the term, refers to the use of suprasegmental
phonetic features to convey "post-lexical* or sentence-level pragmatic meanings in a
linguistically structured way". Whereas Cruttenden (1997, p. 7) says: "Intonation
involves the occurrence of recurring pitch patterns, each of which is used with a set of
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relatively consistent meanings, either on single words or on groups of words of varying
length". The problem of intonation modeling for speech synthesis is summed up by the
following quote regarding segmental effects on pitch: "However, we believe that our
understanding of perception of pitch influent, meaningful speech is currently not
sufficient to make strong claims about the zwperceptibility of any aspect of speech, so
currently we have no other option but to model any effect on any acoustic feature that can
be clearly demonstrated in natural speech" (Van Santen & Hirschberg 1994).
We have some basic intuitive ideas about what natural pitch should sound like, but we
just don't understand enough to know how the pitch associated with a specific segment, in
a specific syllable with a specific accent, in a specific wording a specific phrase with a
specific phrase type, in a specific context, spoken by a specific speaker, should behave
(Robert A. J. Clark, April 2003).
We implicitly assumed that an accent is some sort of obvious 'bump' in pitch. What these
bumps should actually look like turns out to be quite a complex problem, and is one of
the questions that this thesis attempts to answer. There are actually two things we need to
model here. We need to model how the pitch range changes over the utterance as a whole
and we then need to be able to overlay pitch events successfully onto this range to
produce a resulting contour (Robert A. J. Clark, April 2003).
Speech synthesis is somewhat easier to pin down than intonation. In the most general
sense speech synthesis is the production of 'synthetic' speech using a personal computer
or other computing device. By this we mean producing an electronic signal which when
played through a speaker or similar transducing device resembles human speech enough
for the human brain to interpret it as such. More technically, this means that the signal
must contain a reasonable representation of the voicing and the different harmonic
resonances associated with the underlying formants in the vocal tract (Robert A. J. Clark,
April 2003).
An investigation by Van Lacker et al (1985) tested the ability of listeners to recognize
voices when played normally as well as backwards. He found that for some speakers the
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listeners were able to recognize the-speaker nearly as well, whereas for others they
performed poorly. On the basis of this and other research, Van Lanchker concluded that
the critical cues for recognition are not the same for all speakers.
In a paper by Zetterholm (2000) it was shown that quality, pitch register, intonation and
other prosodic aspects of the voice and speech style are important features to capture in
order to succeed in imitating another voice. Thus was demonstrated through a series of
perceptual tests. Very little work has been done on the transformation of linguistic
features. It is particularly hard problem since in order to do so, one must recognize the
words spoken, identify those words which should be mapped, and then synthesize the
appropriate word with the voice quality of the target speaker (Halpern, 2001; Eisenzopf,
2002; Sharma & Kunins, 2002).
2.4 Quality ofVoice Transformation
In order to carry out voice transformation there are a number of different parameter to be
mapped, including spectral dynamics, fundamental frequency and timing. These
characteristics can broadly be decomposed into two parts; firstly voice quality, and
secondly characteristic of the fundamental frequency and timing (William H Edmonson
and Li Zhang, 2002).
There has been a considerable amount of research directed at the problem of voice quality
transformation (Arslan 1999, Arslan & Talkin 1997, Stylianou et al. 1995). The general
approach has been to begin with a training phase in which material from source and
target speakers is aligned and used to define a transformation which maps the acoustic
space of the source speaker to that of the target. There are two key questions to be
addressed; how should the speech signal be represented and how should the mapping be
achieved? (Joram Meron, 2001).
Intonation plays an important role in speaker identity. The only approach which has so
far been proposed to the problem of transforming the F0 contour of one speaker to
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another simply consists of modifying the source FO contour such that it has the mean and
standard deviation of that of the target speaker (Arslan 1999). However, two contours
may have the same mean and standard deviation, but differ greatly in how they are
perceived as was noted by Ladd and Terken (1995). Clearly, a more sophisticated
approach would benefit voice based transformation system. The Tone and Break Indices
(ToBI) system proposed by Silverman et al (1992), offers a methods for describing
intonation contours in term of a series of intonation events. These comprise tones, which
describe pitch accents and the nature of the contours at the end of a phrase, and brake
indices which describe the nature of pauses.
VoiceXML is a mark-up language for developing speech user interfaces. The
development of the VoiceXML standard by AT & T, IBM, Lucent Technologies and
Motorola has meant that freed developers from the necessity of having to learn about
speech recognition algorithms or proprietary Application Programming Interfaces (API)
for speech recognition engines (Mc Glashan et al, 2001). With the development of
VoiceXML 2.0, a range of supporting standards has emerged for describing TTS,
recognition grammars and call control. These standards have been grouped by the W3C
into a suite called the W3C Speech Interface Framework and will likely form the basis
for future voice enabled web applications (Larson, 2003).
Intonation analysis generally involves three basic tasks: detection, identification, and
placement. Detection of intonation events involves determining where, in the speech
signal, accent and boundary events are located. Identification of intonation events
consists of giving names to the event. In the Tilt model, for example, identification
involves determining whether an event is an accent, a boundary, or perhaps a
combination of both. Using the ToBI model, the process involves not only determining
whether the event is an accent or boundary, but what the tones are that make up the event.
The third task, placement, is the act of linking an event with a portion of linguistic text
(e.g. syllable nucleus, demi-syllable, syllable, word, phrase). The task being undertaken is
a combinationofdetection and identification (Kurt DusterhofT, 1999).
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Pitchis one of the most important prosodic information for automatic speech recognition
and understanding. It can be used to breakup speech signals into some prosodic phrases
such as accent phrases (W.A.Lea, M.F.Medress and T.E.Skinner, 1975), (H.Shimodaira
and M.Kimura, 1992) and also used to estimate the structure of sentence (A.Komatsu,
E.OohiraandA.Ichikawa, 1988).
When studying intonation alone, finding and describing an accent of a given type in a
given place is often the final goal, but in the context of speech synthesis knowing that an
accent is found in a certain place under certain conditions is not enough. We need to be
able to recreate that accent that is we need to know how to place such an accent with
respect to its prosodic context in a given speaker's pitch range. To do this we need some
understanding of the underlying prosodic structure and some understanding of how this
relates to pitch range. Prosodic structure is used to account for high-level patterns in
intonation, such as the difference in pitch range between two phrases of the same
utterance. Different theories take different views to how prosodic structure should be
represented (Robert A. J. Clark, April 2003).
The usefulness of prosodic information for speech recognition has been known for a
rather long time and emphasized in numerous papers (Lea, Wayne A., 1980).
Nevertheless, only a very few speech recognition system did actually make use of
prosodic knowledge. The role of prosody in speech recognition is that of supplying side
information. In principle, a speech recognition system can do its main task without
requiring or processing prosodic information. However, Vaissiere pointed out, prosodic
information can (and does) support automatic speech recognition on all levels (Vaissiere,
Jacqueline (2002).
A synthesizer voice may be constructed fully automatically from waveform file and
phone label files (although the process may take several hours). Some of the database
have phone label automatically assigned from word labels using an aligner, thus, making
the process the database construction require less skilled work. Because it use acoustic
measures and search for appropriate join points during selection, accurate phoneme
boundaries are not very important (Alan W Black and Nick Campbell, 2000).
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Human speech is produced by the vocal tract, which starts at the glottis (vocal folds) and
ends at the lips. The lungs contract to force air through the trachea and pharynx and out
through the nasal and oral cavities. In English there are four different types of sounds that
can be created; aspiration noise, friction noise, plosive (release of breath) and voicing.
Voicing is a quasi-periodic vibration of the vocal folds- for example the syllable in 'lay'.
The frequency of the vibration is called the fundamental frequency or FO and is perceived
as pitch.
Macmillan English Dictionary (2002) defines each term as "the study of the pattern of
speech sounds used in a particular language" and "the system of spelling that a language
uses". It can be concluded that phonology is study of the sounds of the speaker's
language and orthography can be concluded as a system that uses written symbols to
uniquely identify each other through the representation of alphabet and graphemes.
In fact, the sound were produced at the glottis and modified by the vocal tract. One useful
way of describing speech production is the source-filter model. In this view, a source
(excitation) waveform is modified by a filter. This model is able to represent most speech
phenomena. A simple form of this model works as follows; during unvoiced speech the
excitation may be modeled as noise, and during voicing as a series of impulses at the
appropriate fundamental frequency. The filter simulates the effect of the vocal tract
resonance, to create the resulting speech. The locations of these organs and regions are as
show in the following table, taken from Yousif A. El-Imam and Zuraida Mohammed Don
(2000). We have determined that speech is a collection of words shaped by voice. Figure
3.0 shows the model of source filter, and the words are called the source. Since the words
are modified by voice, we say the source passes through a filter. Another essential to
create this model, it can visualize the idea to develop a detail system process flow later.
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This knowledge will brings to the source filter model of speech as beneath:
SOURCE VOICEFilter J
Figure 2.2 a Simple Model of Speech
2.5 VoiceXML
VoiceXML provides a high-level programming interface to speech and telephony
resources for application developers, service providers and equipment manufacturers. As
such, the language follows all of the syntactic rules of XML with semantics that support
the creation of interactive speech applications. Standardization of VoiceXML will
simplify creation and delivery of Web-based, personalized interactive voice response
services; enable phone and voice access to integrated call center databases, information
and services on Web sites, and company intranets; and help enable new voice-capable
devices and appliances. VoiceXML is expected to expand access to the internet through
telephones and other devices using both speech and ordinary touch-tone user interface.
Every now and then, there comes an agreed-upon, widely adopted standard or
enhancement in a technology that starts a tidal wave in the industry by enhancing
performance, by reducing costs at least a factor of 10, or by allowing for application or
services that were not easily attainable before. XML, VoiceXML and speech recognition
are such new standards and technologies for the voice industry (p.6 Chetan Sharma and
Jeff Kunins, 2002)
VoiceXML is a new flavor of XML that defines structures for playing prerecords voice
prompts as well as text-to-speech generation for presentation to the user over the
telephone. The integrated response from the useris handled by either DTMF (touch tone)
or speech recognition. The World Wide Web Consortium's (W3C) working draft on
"Voice Browser"activity defines the standard for VoiceXML. W3C is diligently working
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to expand access to the Web by allowing people to interact with Web sites via spoken
commands. This technology allows any telephone to access Web-based services and is
especially helpful to people with disabilities. (Les Hamilton, 2001)
2.6 Interactive Voice Response (Voice-based Technologies)
A modern IVR system uses a simple touch-tone or Dual Tone Multiple Frequency
(DTMF) user interface. In this type of interface, a user simply dials a telephone number
and a computer picks up the call and starts the automated dialog process. An automated
speech interface guides the user to enter choices using keypad of the telephone device.
Once the session is over, the IVR system disconnects the call. By the 1980s, the DTMF-
based user interface became a de facto standard for IVR systems. However, this interface
was soon to be replaced by a technique capable of recognizing the human voice with
better accuracy. In the late 1980s, the Advance Research Project Agency (ARPA) funded
some of the organizations working on the development of computer-based speech
recognition systems. However, modern IVR systems handle a large numbers of users
effectively because they are able to recognize voice inputs supplied by different callers,
by interpreting them using highly advanced techniques like Al. Despite remarkable
advances in speech recognition technology, DTMF-based IVR systems still survive, as
they less expensive and faster to develop and implement compared to natural language
recognition-based or directed dialog-based IVR systems. An estimated comparison graph
of development expenses is show below:
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IVR systems development expenses
eDTMF Based
• Directed Dialog Based
a Natural Language Recognition
Based
Figure 2.3 IVR System Development Expenses
The speech recognition facility has added a new dimension to IVR development and
implementation. Many factors contributed to the success of IVR systems and their
popularity in the corporate sector. Some of these factors are:
• The most significant benefit offered by IVR systems is the diininishing cost of
operations with increased customer participation.
• With fast, increasing processing power, speech recognition systems are becoming
more and more accurate.
• From the customers' point of view, IVR system have proved their worth by
providing 24/7 services.
(Chetan Sharma, Jeff Kunins; 2002)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK
Throughout the project completion, it implies two main activities. Firstly, it involved
information mining and grammar construction on voice technology with its architecture
integration. And the second activity is by debugging of prototype with the use of
programming tools and toolkit identified.
In developing the application, VBBS used four essential phases in order to guide the
project flow throughout its development-planning schedule. To view big picture of
project methodology is as attached in APPENDIX F. Hence, the basic phases are shown
as beneath:
PLAN DESIGN DEVELOP TEST&
IMPLEMENT
Figure 3.1: Project Methodology
• Project Planning and Functional Analysis
• Design System Sequence
• Development
• Testing and Implementation
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3.1 Project Planning and Functional Analysis
The initial stage of project methodology is ultimately the most critical for determining
whether a project will succeed. At this stage, there are several planning items that need to
take into consideration such as gather information through distribute survey
questionnaires to end-users, what tool to be used, when to be done and how to apply
those information to develop the system. The planning come to more focus and narrow
by making decision on what research area to be choose and all the information
description able to support in this planning and functional analysis phase.
3.1.1 Research Area Analysis: Speech Production
Speech production selected to be essential part in the research area of VBBS
development. It describes the execution of system for users' voice match to the voice in
the dictionary and grammar.
In this stage, the output derived from grammar and vocabulary mapping management. It
is consider, as an intuitive presentation of retrieval results and one of the most important
aspects of any speech application is its grammar and vocabulary. A properly designed
grammar is absolutely critical to the voice user interface of any speech application. A
grammar is the union of words and phrases comprising the expected range of input and
output for the application. It basically defines what an application needs to listen for from
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In this example, the user has to select from three available options, each of which can be
communicated two different ways (to have a saving account, the user could say "account
saving" or just "account"; both inputs would be acceptable). Similarly, if the system
prompts, "Please say the checking or transfer," the user needs to pick from the list of
checking and/or transfer that the application is designed for. The system shouldbe able to
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account for variations in the utterances. And if the user picks something that is not
defined in the grammar, then the application should help guide the user to the correct
choices (by reprompting) or enable the user to connect to a human operator or exit the
application. Thus, a vocabulary is the list of words used in a given application. Another
term under this grammar and vocabulary mapping management is phonetic mapping.
Phonetic mapping is another major part in speech production process, which during the
process the spectral analysis information (set of numbers) is rendered into the closest and
the best possible phoneme results. This is the most vital step as it assists grammar and
vocabulary management to directly influence the accuracy of the speech recognition
capability of the system. Phonetic mapping results in the generation of a qualifier set of
phoneme strings. Every string has its own score that indicates its proximity to the spoken
word or text. Then, these sets of phonemes are matched against the provided grammar
library to select the closest option available based on the grammar. Consider the




Then, the system will lookat the grammar that defines a set of expressions for an element
named choice:
Schoice = (right \ wrong \ none);
When the system performs matching, it picks the best option based on the grammar and
produces the result shown as:
One Score 75%
Therefore, the systemwill recognize the word as One when processing input.
After all, the roles of grammar pave the way for users' interactions with such
applications. The author will ensure that the user isn't forced to interact with a system
that full of computer-directed dialogs and will give instruction to users about to speak
naturally with using 'Standard English'.
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3.2 Design System Sequence
Design system sequence will portray the detail design of the project content arrangement
and also its flow. It architecture the system based on user requirement and it gives the
idea to develop such a user friendly system.
3.2.1 VBBS Content Organization
Based on the information in functional work analysis, it recognized the system credibility
and responsibility to perform in the VBBS functionality. Thus, the idea of the analysis is
to identify the structure of content organization.
The purpose of content organization is to make decision on provide content to the users
through the voice application. Content organization able to makes an impression, good or
bad, on users' right in the maiden interaction in the application. It is based on this
impression that the user will appraise through the system. The VBBS goes in the
hierarchical structure of content organization. This organization developed as it offers
more than one service to choose from VBBS. The system dialog structure designed will
generate a service as below statement:
> System: "Please choose on of the following option: Press 1 or say 'balance' for
checking account balance. Press 2 or. say 'statement' for getting details of your
current account balance. Press 3 or say 'exit' to close the application.
> User: "balance".
> System: "Press 1 or say 'current' for current account. Press 2 or say 'saving' for
savingaccount. Press 3 or say 'exit' to close the application.
> User: "exit".
> System will stop.
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3.2.2 System Flow












3.2.2.2 Flowchart of Inquiry Section
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3.2.2.3 Flowchart of transfer section
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Another essential part of systemdevelopment is database structure that requires including
all the entity involves throughout the system. The various types have been identified and
all data required to build to the application and stored in five tables. The author chooses
Microsoft Access 2000 to generate database and might assist in data retrieval system.
Below table is a brief description of each of the tables along with a representation of its
schema.
TABLE NAME TABLE DESCRIPTION
customer Stores the personal information of
customers
account_statement Stores the account statement information of
all users
current_account Stores information related to current
accounts
saving_account Stores information regarding savings
accounts
transfer Stores all the information regarding cash
transfer conducted by users
Table 3.1 Banking Services Application Tables
3.2.3.1 Customer Table




Name of the customer





This table stores all the information used to generate the account statement for the user
such as debit and credit balance of the user. Specifically, the account_statement table
contains the following:
• Savings account number






This table stores the information related to the current accounts, such as the balance of
account. In particular, the current_account table contains the following:
• Current account number




The saving_account table stores data regarding savings accounts. The following fields are
used to store the data:
• Savings account number





The transfer table stores information regarding money transfer transaction conducted by
users in the following fields:
• Amount transfer
• Customer identification number
• Savings account number
• Current account number
• Transfer date
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3.3 Develop Methods and Approaches
The function of develop methods and approaches is to establish relationship between all
elements into one general idea. There is a view on components of speech recognition in
VBBS used and it tells about the sequence of how voice is capture and response to users.
And the most important part is the VBBS process flow and it has focuses to more detail
byhaving the combination of speech component andVBBS process flow
3.3.1 Components of Speech Recognition in VBBS
Basically, speech recognition systems have two main functions: to understand the words
being spoken and then convert them into text for further use, and to convert text to speech
for the purposes of information access. It allows a convenient and natural way to use
voice as an input mechanism (and is thus interactive). By the way, VBBS have three
basic components in a way to generate speech:
Input Capture Recognize Communicate
Figure3.2 Component of Speech Recognition in VBBS
1. Capture and preprocessing. Speech is an analog signal and it needs to be captured
and converted into digital format (spectral representation and segmentation). Once the
speech is captured, computer algorithms analyze acoustic signals and recognize common
sound patterns called phonemes. Any language can be broken down into phonemes
including thesounds of theindividual letters and their pairings, such asao and sh. Words,
phrases and sentences can berepresented digitally assequences ofthese phonemes.
2. Recognition and feature extraction. Once the speech signal is segmented, phoneme
probability (i.e., the probability that a particular phoneme represents what was spoken) is
calculated. Based on the statistical analysis, words are reconstructed by matching the
phonetic sounds to the lexical database. Complex neural network programs are being
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used to accurately predict the sequence of the words that make up a conversion or a
sentence.
3. Communication with other application software and hardware. After speech input
has been identified, it is communicated to the application software or speech-aware
applications for further processing.
3.3.2 Primary VBBS Approach Flow
























Figure 3.3 VBBS Process Flow
Stepl. User input. The user says a word or phrase (or a combination of words and
phrases) using an input device such as a telephone or wireless phone. The system
captures thespeech (inits analog form) inthe form ofanacoustic signal.
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Step2. Digitization. The analog speech signal is converted into a digital signal so the
computer can further process it. The conversation process takes into account the acoustic
properties of the human ear.
Step3. Phonetic Breakdown. The speech recognition software breaks down the digital
signal into basic components of speech-consonant or vowel sounds. Phonemes are the
single distinctive speech sound of a language-its primary unit. Phonemes combine to
form syllables and the syllables combine to form words. Each phoneme is distinguished
by its own unique pattern in the spectrogram. For voiced phonemes, the signature
involves large concentrations of energy called formants; within each formant, and
typically across all active formants, there is a characteristic waxing and waning of energy
in all frequencies, which is the most salient feature of human voice. But unfortunately the
author was not being able get spectrogram to analyze phonemes in a waveform.
However, based on the research this spectrogram is not possible to distinguish phonemes
in a waveform, if the waveform is chopped into frequency components, it can be viewed
as the spectrogram.
Step4. Statistical Modeling. The system then tries to match these sounds to their
phonetic representations. A dictionary is the phonetic representation of words that are
used by the recognition engine to recognize speech.
Step5. Matching. The system application then tries to match the possible phonetic
representations to words or phrases defined in the grammar of that application. For
example the user might say "balance" to check balance in the account statement. But if
the word balance hasn't been defined as acceptable synonym for balance grammar
detector, the application will not be able to accept the utterance.
Step 6. Speech Production. The speech production is the main area in producing speech,
in a way to give information and response to users' inquiry. This essential step is the
research area that will explain detail in the section 3.4.4.
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3.3.3 Combination of Speech Component andVBBS Approach Flow
Below is the architecture of the overall system execution and procession. This
combination of speech component and VBBS process flow can give a better view and
ease to identify the flow of the system development idea. The relationship between three
phases differs for each and the system will eliminate if there is incomplete requirement
performed. It contains three main portion ofspeech component and, speech production is























Figure 3.4Combinations of Speech Component and VBBS Approach Flow
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3.3.4 Model Architecture of Speech Production
The architecture model assumed by the specification which has the following
components:
/\


























As VBBS run in standalone configuration, the "gateway" runs on the developer's own
workstation. In this testing development, the users will uses a headset and microphone to
listen and speak, and all speech synthesis and recognition is done on the workstation.
Interactive Development Environment consists of command line, VXML debugger and
editor. Those three elements are essential in a mean of developing GUI. Then another
spectrum ofspeech production architecture is VXML and Cold Fusion. On this part, it is
the main requirement that can execute and process features from IDE. The acceptance of
structure from code execution will enterto the browser segment, which require to install
specific software (Motorola Mobile ADK) locally and launch the browser from the
command line or from within an IDE. Debugging session will occur in the Motorola
toolkit. It has the capability to execute the program and act as a gateway to process input
and output ofthe speech configuration. To experience how the toolkit works, it shows as
in APPENDIX B. Therefore, these are where all the important part combining and
integrate together inorder tocreate orto support speech production phase.
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3.3.5 System Programming
The decision made on using VXML and Cold Fusion is based on the analysis during
functional analysis phase. There are several ideas and several tools (programming) to use,
but then it should be match with the main purpose of this project area which is
developing voice-based application and user will apply it withusing telephone or mobile
phone devices. Thus, VoiceXML has several advantages that might help to implement in
the phone application. As the researchers mentioned, different people have different key
of voice tones, accents, and frequency and VoiceXML has the ability to fix the grammar
and it uses the <grammar> element to define grammars for form items and other
elements.
Grammar defines the keywords and a set of acceptable inputs that a user can use to
interact with the application. They pave the way for users' interactions with such
application. While writing grammar of VBBS, there is an important element that should
take into consideration which is to ensure that user isn't forced to interact with a system
full of computer-directed dialogs. Hence, this grammar used to extract the desire phrases
from the given input and it is the key role that plays in enablingthe user to interactwith a
voice application through natural speech.
For the Cold Fusion (CF), it comes with all the hooks necessary to link to almost any
database application and any other external system. Apart from that, Cold Fusion is fast,
scalable, multithreaded, service-based architecture and easy to maintain because no
compilation or linking step is required
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3.4 Testing and Implementation
Programming used are VoiceXML and Cold Fusion and this combination able to
illustrate the flexibility of VoiceXML technology by presenting a server-side voice
application that integrate the technologies of both language. There will be automatically
link through the grammar defined by the system and able to do checking automatically.
As this system is standalone mode, Motorola is providing the best environment that found
for this testing or debugging stage. It was the Mobile ADK from Motorola, Beta 3, which
provides a simulated Voice Gateway which can run off system development machine. It
is great for debugging, since don't have to use your phone, nor upload files to servers and
so it saves a lot of time and it had to add the type= "application/x-gsl" to the
<grammar>'s.
3.4.1 Tool Required Supporting Programming and Testing Phase
In performing this project, several tools and equipment are needed. Following are




• Pentium 4 processor 1.4 GHz or higher
• 64 MB RAM memory or higher
• 1 GB hard disk space or higher
2. Audio Tools





1. Software and Programming Tool
• VoiceXML 1.0 and 2.0
• Cold Fusion MX7
• Motorola Mobile Application Development Kit (MADK) version 3.0
(Mobile ADK for voice)





Upon development of this project, the biggest findings were the adoption of two
technologies that can work together in developing VBBS. In the model architecture of
speech production is the most fundamental platform for next developer to host it and
implement it in bank institution.
Journal from previous researcher helped the extraction ofthe methodology ofthe project
and though the language or programming is still new and should be testing further in
order to be involved from many in the future. Researchers also said that there is one
criterion that can caused failure to any voice recognition system which is background
noise. Hence, it is one of the other studies to develop a new method to eliminate
unimportant noise from the voice recognition engine and it can be part of the research
area of project in the future.
Based on the interview done with Mr. Ikhwan Essendi bin Nazaruddin, Software
Engineer, Motorola (Cyberjaya), he mentioned about the security system should
implement in the voice-based telephony system as it unable to unauthorized user to
intrude the system. There are issues on either to use voice or other method as password to
enter the system and Mr. Ikhwan suggested that the best choice to protect personal
account for voice-based system is by using DTMF for user to first logon their password
andID andthus canproceed to theiractivities safely.
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Additionally, there are four phasesof system methodology that developer should perform
and for the testing phase Mobile Application Development Kit 3.0 from Motorola has
chosen to be the best product to test the application as the VBBS is a standalone
configuration.
Generally, VBBS is a two way communication system, but then, there are still other
factors need to consider which is the technique of user say it. User should be trained and
know how to say word. The concept inspired from the grammar mapping used in the
VXML and the system relyon this essential factor. It is not what user say, but how users
say words.
From the survey questionnaires distributed, it shows that 100% of people are having
mobile phone and 80% are preferred and agree to use voice based as their alternative to
perform bank activities with their mobile phone. 70% of them are not preferred to use
internet banking with a reason ofissues on Internet hackers, theft, and so forth. Then they
also commentthat they need to be tied to the physical network to access information and
perform banking task and this is not suitable for busy people and do not have extra time
to go to bank.
With that, it is proved that Malaysia's bank institution should accept and adapt voice-
based system as one of their new services provider offer to customer. And survey done
resulted that consumers or users have such awareness and positively affect if this product
implement to bank institution in Malaysia.
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4.2 Result Discussion
In meeting with the project objectives, the end product prototype should be able to
produce a result triggered from word said by user. This prototype will process a detail of
account statement from each user's account.
This system fulfilled with security system which requires the user first logs on to the
system by furnishing the assigned customer identification number and personal
identification number before user proceed for further actions. The system will evaluate
the customer ID by number keyed to the system. This is to ensure that people surround
would not be able to get and use the same ID to perform bank activities without
permission. All the detail description ofthe system functional testing is insection 4.2.1.
4.2.1 Functional Testing
All the code snippets are based on the VoiceXML and Cold Fusion and fully tested in a
desktop PC using Motorola Application Development Kit version 3.0. Thus, it needs to
run the server (CF server) at first, and execute the system in the MADK. Based on the
system tester feedback, user is advised to have well trained with the system so that
system will familiar with voice input. That is one of the system limitation and further
research need to enhance this element and have the capability to execute voice as the user
instructed. All the systeminterface viewsare in the Appendix B.
As stated earlier in the functional analysis, developer provide two types of
communication with the system which via DTMF and voice to process information.
Hence, below of the system it provides the keypad view for user to enter the number or
the instruction of the system. It will facilitate user to input their password and able to
secure their account instead of using voice to transfer the password which might allowed





This project simultaneously contributes the automatic of voice recognition system, Text-
to-Speech (TTS), which VBBS encourage user to use DTMF element, grammar checking
and manipulation of both VoiceXML and Cold Fusion language. The examined on
flexibility of use both language are proved and can be apply in host configuration (voice
web browsing), which contains PSTN, VoiceXML Gateway, Web and Application
Server and Internet.
Also, illustrated in this project is the general view of voice production architecture and
how it works. This essential architecture also discuss successfulness in portraying the
combination and ability several element work together.
Finally, from the research and development done, the objectives that are stated earlier are
reached successfully. And hope the effort performed will later become a stepping stone
for an advance level of VBBS that uses or involved many users and perhaps able to
promote this product to all bank in Malaysia. And hence, Bank Institution might treat this




Further research is needed to get good in analyzing accent, intonation and noise from
customer. It is possible can produce wrong output from the system if all those criteria not
taken seriously in developing the system.
And apart from fulfilling the goals set at the beginning, several other interesting
possibilities for extensions have opened up during the course ofthis project. The database
collection process could be modified to support scalable condition. Scalable here means
the ability of system to support many customers ina time and for each customer activities
should produce suchaccurately and stable of result.
For the security features, two locations that would secure the system either to put the
security feature at the client site or server site. And for VBBS, it concentrates only at
client site, which is use DTMF. Hence, for future developer it is encouraged to put it on
two sites which can shield systemmore accurate and confident.
Lastly, it would be much more efficient to have a second version ofVBBS that can test it
with using real phone and can only accept if customer speaks a Standard English.
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APPENDIX B: SYSTEM INTERFACE
Output if the authentication fails
Output of balance enquiry
Output of customer login (in case of nonexistent record)
Output of current account
hup- M>bs/i«U-bjnl»iin».«fm _ ;.ZHl i^ffiJ
?tnpt » Your swings account wabet is 1234
CctftU on lQ~«ep-2tfU is 1130
Debit on lO-sep-ztKU is o
Closing balance em lo-sep-ZOOl is ZiSQ
atdit on 20-Gct-2QGl is o
Jfeblt on 2O-oct-2O01 is 10DD
Closing balance en 20-oct-2001 Is 8000 «
• * -• * - • - .-i _•.. .Ji1--. • : • , " r„-.-'* "•.—•-•«.• •••!
j*i*i L-Et-J *f-^w . - '•;••• <-.-..- -r^-,. ""-,- - -.
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Output of account statement only for saving account
Output of saying account number
Output of transfer money
APPENDIX C: SYSTEM CODING
1)SOURCE CODE FOR TELEBANK.CFM
























SELECT customerno FROM CUSTOMER WHERE customer_no =
#url.custnumber#
</CFQUERY>
<CFSET SESSION.custnum = urI.custnumber></CFSET>
<CFSET CUSTNO = custrecordCount></CFSET>




<cfif CUSTNO is 0>










3) SOURCE CODE FOR LOGIN.CFM




















4) SOURCE CODE FOR TELELOGIN.CFM
<CFQUERYNAME-"tin" DATASOURCE=,,teleDSN" DBTYPE="ODBC">
SELECT TIN_no FROM CUSTOMER WHERE TINno = #url.tinnumber#
</CFQUERY>
<CFSET TINNO = tin.recordCount></CFSET>




<cfif TINNO is 0>










5) SOURCE CODE FOR MENU.CFM








<prompt>Please choose any one ofthefollowing:<enumerate/x/prompt>
<choice dtmf="l" next^"enquiry.cfm">Inquiry</choice>




Press 1 for inquiry
Press 2 to transfer money
Press 3 to exit from the application
</help>
<noinput>I didn't detect anything, please enter<enumerate/></noinput>
<nomatch> I didn'tgetthat, <enumerate/></nomatch>
<catch event="nomatch noinput" count="4">












6^SOURCE CODE FOR ENOU1RY.CFM








<prompt>Please choose any one ofthe following:<enumerate/></prompt>
<choice dtmf-'F next="balance_enquiry.cfm">account balance inquiry</choice>
<choice dtmf-'2" next="statement.cfm">account statement inquiry</choice>
<choice dtmf^"3" next="menuxfin">return to menu</choice>
<choice dtmf="4" next="#exit">exit</choice>
<help>
Press 1 for account balance inquiry
Press 2 for account statement inquiry
Press 3 to return to the main menu
Press 4 to exit from the application
</help>
<noinput>I didn't detect anything, please choose<enumerate/></noinput>
<nomatch> I didn'tget that, <enumerate/></nomatch>
<catchevenlr^nomatch noinput" count="4">












7)SOURCE CODE FOR BALANCE ENOUIRY.CFM








<prompt>Please choose anyone of the following:<enumerate/></prompt>
<choice drmf="l" next="saving_enquiry.cfin">savings account balance
inquiry</choice>




Press 1 for savings account balance inquiry
Press 2 for current account balance inquiry
Press 3 to exit from the application
</help>
<noinput>I didn'tdetectanything, please choose<enumerate/></noinput>
<nomatch> I didn't get that, <enumerate/></nomatch>
<catch event="nomatch noinput" count="4">















SELECT saving_ac_no,balance FROM savingaccount WHERE customerno =
#SESSION.custnum#
</CFQUERY>





Your savings account number is #saving_ac_no#


















Your current account number is #current_ac_no#










SELECT saving_ac_no,debit,cre6Ut,balance,tran_date FROM accstatement WHERE
customer_no = #SESSIONxustnum#
</CFQUERY>
<CFSET ACCNO = saving.saving_ac_no></CFSET>




<CFOUTPUT>Yoursavings account number is #ACCNO#</CFOUTPUT>
<CFLOOP QUERY="saving">
<CFOUTPUT>
Credit on #tran_date# is #credit#
Debit on #tran_date# is #debit#







11) SOURCE CODE FOR TRANSFER MONEY.CFM





























SELECT current_ac_no,balance FROM currentaccount WHERE customerno =
#SESSION.custnum#
</CFQUERY>
<CFSET transferamount - uri.amounttransfer></CFSET>
<CFSET currentbalance = (current.balance) + (transferamount)></CFSET>
<CFSET validamount = (saving.balance) - (transferamount)></CFSET>
<CFSET today = Now()></CFSE1>
<cfcontent type = "text/xml"></cfcontent>
<vxml version-'2.0">
<form>
<blockXcfif validamount LT 1000>





UPDATE currentaccount SET balance =




UPDATE saving_account SET balance =
(#saving.balance#) - (#transferamount#), modifieddate =














APPENDIX D: VoiceXML Checker (cafe beVocal.com)
















HoFna > Tools,a.FileManaoanient> VairaXML Checker
: untMed.vxml:














[ Chad; [Psave ll Clear1 \ Reset 11 Acbtate |
Enter a file riame(.yinil,.j$,.ert,.grammar}:, iI SaveAs„.~]
9B9B Errorsdetectedinuntitled.vxml
line 4: tcfif CUSTNO is 0>
[FatalError]:Atfribute name "CUSTNO- associated ivrtti an element type "cfif most be followed bjthe ' = ' character,
t • <WLttf;!ranioi!<jfli.O*;>
Call Now roTestYourApp 187733VOCAL
I ]*»907.73i! SIP iipS7733«S125evoi(>aifei>w<Kal»m
Selrch |
The output ofthe checker if errors in the coding
F4> 6* gsw & gntaaria loots »*
Uhttfi/JcafebevgalmirJh^vnithrdfB/vatiAeda JspTfiename-unaled TOriMflie-tiul v|j ® So jEl_
, WhdoiwMarblpiscB L Customs) Unto _ FretHotmal i_ Wfefcms L_ WhdbwsMedi _j tyYahool L Yahmi Bootaiwks •SfYahoWKal b Y*ool u FreeAQiauhtate...





Home > Tool; ft.File Management > voicBXMLChecker










• Port Estimator CflaHl







1 Check | ria»7j 1Clear j | Reset 11 Activate
Enter afiename(.viml,js,.Ut,,grammar): [
Call Now toTestYour top: 1.877.3S.VOCAL
intl )<KHs07.732S SIP sip37J3M6i2»voipcafcbe'foaLcom
j| S.irch
Advaoced learch
Caf6 HomeI DavelooerAgreement I Privaci Policy I Site WapI Tarmi B.Conditions:
S19M-20.0S BeVocal, Inc. Ml Bights Reserved 11.677.33 .UOCAL
The output of the checker if the coding is free from errors. Status
message will promptand no errors detected in the coding
APPENDIX E: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES:
VOICE BASED FOR BANKING SYSTEM (VBBS)
VOICE BASED FOR BANKING SYSTEM description:
Voice basedfor Banking System (VBBS) is a possible product that canprovide voice-
basedservice which is telephone-based banking application in orderforuser easyto
perform chosen banking activities andit is free of charge service. The major advantage of
this VBBS is that it provides web content overa simple telephone device, making it
possibleto accessan applicationeven withouta computerand an Internetconnection
Section1: Personal Details
1. What is your age range?
A. 8-12 B. 13-17 C. 18-22 D. 23-27 E. 28 and above
2. What is your gender?
A. Male B. Female
3. What is your race?
A. Malay B. Chinese C. Indian D. Others
4. Do you have hand phone?
A. Yes B. No
Section 2: Bank Activities
1. How often are you going to bank to get services?
A. Often B. Seldom C. Always D. Occasionally E. Never
2. How long usually you queue to wait your turn?
A. 5-10 minutes B. 15-30 minutes C. 35-50 minutes D. more than 1 hour
3. Which Bank do you think provide the most efficient service in Malaysia?
A. Maybank B. BCB C. Am Bank D. Others; Name:
4. How do you rate Bank Institution services in Malaysia?
Strongly Inefficient Inefficient Neither Inefficient nor efficient Efficient Strongly Efficient
i \ \ V 1
Section 3: Functionality ofvoice based system
1. Have youexperienced anyvoice recognition system?
A. Yes; Name:_ B.No
2. Do you agree if Malaysia's Bank Institution provide voice based service inorder to
perform banking activities?
A. Agree B. NotAgree; Justify:_
3. Do you prefer operator keeps telling all information about your account statement
frequently?
A. Yes B. No
4. What language youprefer operator speaks?
A. Standard English B. Bahasa Melayu C. Mandarin D.Tamil
5. What rate doyour prefer operator will response from your voice instruction?
A. below 3 seconds B. 4-6 seconds C. 7-10seconds D. 1 minute
6. What types doyouprefer system willauthenticate your customer ID?
A. Use voice to enter Customer ID B. Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) system






D. Order New Cheque book
E. Bank Draft
:: THANKYOU FORYOUR COOPERATION!::
APPENDIX F: RESULT FROM SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRES
Voice Based for Banking System
a Agree
• Disagree














APPENDIX G: GENERAL VIEW OF PROJECT
METHODOLOGY
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